Life Strategies Feature of the Month: September 2012

The Lighter Side of Talking in Colour:
A New Personality Dimensions® Video
Looking for ways to take your Personality Dimensions (PD) workshops to the next
level? Incorporating new technologies and multimedia is a great option. Consider
video clips from CLSR’s new resource: The Lighter Side of Talking in Color.
Learning about your personal preferences and those of others doesn’t have
to be dull! This 32-minute DVD features Personality Dimensions® Master
Trainer Michael Tudor exploring the colours in a “light-hearted and humorous”
way. Drawing from his 25+ years of experience, this live presentation uses fun
anecdotes and laughter to examine the daily lives of the colours in a multitude of
settings (e.g., in the classroom, with friends).
Life Strategies has referenced clips from this video throughout a development project we’ve been
working on this summer - a PD facilitator toolkit focusing on using PD in virtual settings. Typically these
topical toolkits explore PD as it relates to a specific workshops themes (e.g., conflict management);
however, the Personality Dimensions® in a Virtual World toolkit will introduce how to use PD virtually with
individuals, synchronously with dispersed/intact groups, and asynchronously with groups. Taking PD
online is a great way for those tech-savvy facilitators to reach out to new markets.
For more information on the video or to order a copy, visit CLSR’s website. The virtual toolkit in is the final
stages of development - watch the CLSR website for more information.
Not a qualified facilitator yet? Join our fully online certification program for only $879.00 (plus tax).
This 3-week, 30 hour course will introduce students to the PD colors, assessment, and workshop
components. Be sure to register early to secure your spot. Already True Colors or MBTI certified?
You can take part in our bridging program. Learn more at http://lifestrategies.ca/services/courses/
personality-dimensions.cfm.
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